Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 8

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
5. a platform that extends into water
8. an expert in the functioning of machines or systems
10. Come ___ so you won't miss anything.
11. gloomy
13. translate
15. backward or opposite direction
19. to yell with enthusiasm
20. Let's not discuss this any ____.
21. to look intently
22. opposite of weak
24. damaged by heat
27. to offer to do without payment
28. watchful or attentive
29. the sound of gently flowing water
30. prayer

Down
1. having value
2. gathering of facts
3. happening now or recently
4. a messy streak
6. to become visible
7. tired
9. profession
12. courage
14. Planet Earth is our ___.
16. outward
17. wriggle
18. to have a longing
23. spin
25. soil
26. the back section
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